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4.2.1 Future Module 5 (prelab)

When the ball travels up the ramp, the top part will have a stationary
umbrella that when hit would adjust the speed of the waves (piezo element).
The waves would be powered with two servos and would move along their
given path to serve as an obstacle to the ball. The buoys when hit would
grant points when hit, and will begin spinning. When all 3 buoys are spinning,
major points would be granted (piezo element).There is a motor that powers
the whirlpool that will constantly be spinning at high speeds. We may
incorporate a magnet to pull the ball towards the whirlpool. In the middle of
the field, we would have jellyfish themed pop bumpers that would be powered
with solenoids. Ideally they will activate when the ball rolls around and push
the ball towards the direction it came.

The structures in the area labeled “CORAL” are arches made of acrylic.
The acrylic will be lit from the bottom by RGB LEDs and will be painted with
coral reef designs. LEDs representing bioluminescent organisms are
scattered around the bumpers and flippers and will turn on when the ball
passes over them. We will embed IR LEDs and sensors that are pointed
slightly toward each other into the playfield to be able to sense the ball
passing over. There will also be servos on the side that open and close a
pathway to the bottom of the playfield at random. When closed, the ball will
be fed to the flippers rather than being lost. At the bottom of the playfield,
there will be a solenoid that will shoot the ball up when it falls through, but

only if the door to the solenoid pit is open (the door will be controlled by another servo). If the door is closed, the ball
will simply roll back down to the launch area and the round is lost. The launch mechanism will be a solenoid
controlled by a button instead of a plunger the player pulls manually. The front panel will consist of the
seven-segment displays to show the score, a character LCD screen to display messages and the high score, the
buzzer to provide auditory feedback, and the toggle switch that turns the entire system on and off. The buttons
controlling the flippers will be mounted on either side of the machine and the button to launch the ball will be
mounted on the front.

Added functionalities/refinements for Module 5 would include painting/decorating the playfield, cleaning up the
wiring/circuitry (i.e. custom PCBs), and smoothing out the playfield/minimizing dips and rough spots where the ball
may get stuck. A stretch goal would be to integrate an AC wall power option.



Bill of Materials

Part # Purchase Link Price Comments

Solenoid 4 Adafruit Link 59.80 1 provided, need 3 more / 2  flippers, 2 launch

Solenoid 3 Adafruit Link 22.50 3 pop bumpers

DC Motor 1 Provided - 1 whirlpool

Servo 8 Amazon Link 17.99 3 doors, 3 buoys, 2 waves

Character LCD Screen 1 Provided - display messages + high scores

Buzzer 1 Provided - auditory feedback

Buttons 3 Adafruit Link 5.00 1 provided, need 2 more / 2 flippers, 1 launch

Toggle Switch 1 Provided - 1 on/off switch

Piezo Elements 9 Amazon Link 6.46 5 arches, 1 umbrella, 3 buoys

Total 111.75

https://www.adafruit.com/product/413
https://www.adafruit.com/product/412
https://www.amazon.com/Micro-Helicopter-Airplane-Remote-Control/dp/B072V529YD/ref=sr_1_3?ie=UTF8&qid=1526337645&sr=8-3&keywords=servo&th=1
https://www.adafruit.com/product/3490
https://www.amazon.com/Luvay-18Pcs-Piezo-Discs-Elements/dp/B0784CK4HD/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1526338781&sr=8-2&keywords=piezo+elements


4.2.2.a FSM Design Cycle (prelab)
FSM Diagram





4.2.3.a Pinball Machine Integration Cycle: Plan
Complete design and block diagram

Complete CAD Assembly

https://a360.co/2kD3KIr
(Attached .f3z file)

https://www.draw.io/?scale=2#G1RNAprtkCaWkAj9LuDu58goSK4kyjxUEV
https://a360.co/2kD3KIr


All circuit diagrams (including Arduino connections)



Final trace matrix
Requirements:

1. Paddle should be able to propel ball through the length of playfield.
2. Multiple scoring mechanisms.
3. Display and keep score.
4. Recognize when a round is lost.
5. Start/stop button to control system.



6. Game resets itself when system turns on and when all rounds are complete.
7. Mechanism to introduce ball into play.
8. Ball naturally moves toward paddles.
9. Device must be visually appealing.

Special Requirements*:
1. Auditory feedback for score.
2. Actuator that fires when it detects ball.
3. Uses optical sensors for at least two applications.
4. Uses at least two different types of motors.

Specification
Number

Specification
Description

Test to Perform Relevant
requirement

Specification
[units]

Measured
Value
[units]

1.0 Ball can be launched
into playfield.

Solenoid launches ball
into playfield

6, 7 Distance ball
travels ~=
length of
playfield -
position of
paddle on
playfield [in or
cm]

Distance

1.1 Ball rolls toward the
flippers and do not get
stuck.

Ball doesn’t get stuck
throughout a game

8 Boolean Boolean

1.2 Flippers can propell ball
for length of playfield.

Flippers can hit ball to
length of field.

1 Boolean Boolean

1.3 Ball does not fly out of
the pinball machine

Ball shouldn’t fly out
when it hits whirlpool

n/a Boolean Boolean

1.4 Piezo can detect a ball
hit.

Buoys piezos detect hit.
Umbrella piezo can
detect hit.

SR2, SR4 Boolean Boolean

1.5 Pop bumpers detect the
ball hit

When ball closes circuit,
actuates solenoid.

2,SR2,SR4 Boolean Boolean

1.6 2nd chance closes door
after first use in game.

When ball launches
after 2nd chance, servo
needs to close (and not
get ball stuck in there)

4, 7, SR2,
SR3

Boolean Boolean

1.7 Score feedback Score updates
appropriately (path,
buoy, pop bumper),
auditory feedback

3, 6, SR1, 2 Score Score

1.8 Circuit does not get
disconnected during
maintenance.

When playfield is folded
up for maintenance,
wires are long enough to
withstand length.

n/a Check wiring
when

structure is
open/closed

Length



1.9 Ball reloads after end of
each round

Phototransistor detects
ball crossing into launch
zone.

4, 6 Boolean Boolean

1.10 Full pinball machine will
be painted hiding any
imperfections on
playfield.

It looks pretty and ball
doesn’t get stuck in odd
places.

8,9 n/a n/a

4.2.3.b Pinball Machine Integration Cycle: Build
Complete playfield picture



Built circuits picture and comments

The IR phototransistor outputs go through
low-pass filters and comparator circuits to clean
up the signal.

The piezo element outputs go through a non-inverting amplifier
to amplify the signal and then the amplified signal goes through
a peak detector circuit to help avoid an impact from registering
multiple times.



4.2.3.c Pinball Machine Integration Cycle: Test

Specification
Number

Description Test to Perform Relevant
requirement

Specification
[units]

Measured Value [units]

1.0 Ball can be
launched into
playfield.

Solenoid
launches ball into
playfield

6, 7 Distance ball
travels ~= length
of playfield -
position of paddle
on playfield [in or
cm]

Sometimes:
Yes: When board was
leveled it would launch

into playfield.
No: During test, playfield

was offset by the
additional wiring to

circuit board.

1.1 Ball rolls
toward the
flippers and
do not get
stuck.

Ball doesn’t get
stuck throughout
a game

8 Boolean Sometimes: It mostly will
roll over slits in playfield.

Ball gets stuck by the
arches of the playfield
and sometimes when

reloading launch zone.

1.2 Flippers can
propell ball
for length of
playfield.

Flippers can hit
ball to length of
field.

1 Boolean Yes. The flippers
definitely propel the ball

to the length of the
playfield.

1.3 Ball does not
fly out of the
pinball
machine

Ball shouldn’t fly
out when it hits
whirlpool

n/a Boolean (Boolean)
Not tested since circuit
board blocked motor

mount.

1.4 Piezo can
detect a ball
hit.

Buoys piezos
detect hit.
Umbrella piezo
can detect hit.

SR2, SR4 Boolean Yes. Both can detect the
ball hit.

1.5 Pop bumpers
detect the
ball hit

When ball closes
circuit, actuates
solenoid.

2,SR2,SR4 Boolean (Boolean)
DNE at current iteration.

1.6 2nd chance
closes door
after first use
in game.

When ball
launches after
2nd chance,
servo needs to
close (and not get
ball stuck in there)

4, 7, SR2,
SR3

Boolean (Boolean)
Not Tested.

1.7 Score
feedback

Score updates
appropriately
(path, buoy, pop
bumper), auditory
feedback

3, 6, SR1, 2 Score No. Score feedback is
currently buggy.



1.8 Circuit does
not get
disconnected
during
maintenance.

When playfield is
folded up for
maintenance,
wires are long
enough to
withstand length.

n/a Check wiring
when structure is

open/closed

No. Definitely Not.
Jumper cables get

caught with the smallest
movements.

1.9 Ball reloads
after end of
each round

Phototransistor
detects ball
crossing into
launch zone.

4, 6 Boolean Sometimes. The ball
might get stuck at point
right before the launch

zone.

1.10 Full pinball
machine will
be painted
hiding any
imperfections
on playfield.

It looks pretty and
ball doesn’t get
stuck in odd
places.

8,9 n/a Not Tested.

4.2.3.d Pinball Machine Integration Cycle: Assess
Notes for potential redesign

● The launch area for our pinball machine doesn’t launch the ball into the playfield. We think that if we replace
the solenoids with the bigger ones there will be enough kick to get the ball into play.

● There isn’t a sensor that checks if a ball is in play, we may have to test different conditions (such as flipper
button after launch) to determine when the door to launch will close.

● The mount for the motor intersects with the circuit board, will need to readjust the area to allow for the motor to
be mounted in the appropriate area (perhaps side wall parallel to playfield)

● The front panel circuit boards fit awkwardly, this part definitely needs PCBs, switch couldn’t fit.
● Some of the solenoid circuits are acting strange, where only 2/3 would work at a given time.
● There are points where a ball can get stuck (archway), using clay to hopefully smooth the area out.
● Hinges + clasps need to be installed on our main base.
● There are no holes in playfield that accounts for the cables that connect to the breadboard and cause awkward

gap that makes the playfield uneven.
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5.2.4 Final Writeup

Summarize your additional functionality
Additional functionalities

1. Custom PCBs for key electronic circuits to reduce wires and increase circuit reliability.
2. Make the pinball machine pretty by painting the body.
3. Add AC wall power option so the pinball machine does not have to run off a DC power supply.

Requirements for the proposed functionalities
Problem 1: Custom PCB Functionality

Mechanical Requirements
M.1.1 The use of custom PCBs reduces the number of wires.
M.1.2 The use of custom PCBs allows for more room inside the pinball machine.

Electronic/Programming Requirements
E.1.1 Circuits on custom PCBs are able to function the same as (or better than) their breadboard

versions.

Problem 2: Pretty-fy Functionality
Mechanical Requirements

M.2.1 Pinball machine is painted in a way that is attractive and emphasizes the overall theme(space
beach).

Problem 3: AC Wall Power Functionality
Mechanical Requirements

M.3.1 The additional circuit fits inside or can be attached to the pinball machine.

Electronic/Programming Requirements
E.3.1 Circuit is able to take wall power and convert down to desired voltages.

Bill of Materials For Additional Functionalities 1 - 3

Part # Purchase Link Price Comments

Custom PCBs - solenoid
driver circuit (pack of 10) 1

https://jlcpcb.com/

$8.00

Special promotion - $2/10 PCBs ≤ 10x10
cm, +$6.00 for lead-free coating, free

shipping on first order

Custom PCBs - IR sensor
circuit (pack of 10) 1 $8.00

Custom PCBs - piezo
sensor circuit (pack of 10) 1 $8.00

Custom PCBs - front panel
circuit (pack of 10) 1 $8.00

Black 2.0 paint 1 https://culturehustle.co $14.08

https://jlcpcb.com/
https://culturehustle.com/collections/potions/products/black-v1-0-beta-the-world-s-mattest-flattest-blackest-art-material


m/collections/potions/pr
oducts/black-v1-0-beta-t
he-world-s-mattest-flatt
est-blackest-art-material

Lit glow powder 1

https://culturehustle.co
m/collections/powders/p
roducts/lit-the-worlds-gl
owiest-glow-pigment-10
0-pure-lit-powder-by-stu

art-semple

$11.73

Super Base acrylic medium 1

https://culturehustle.co
m/collections/potions/pr
oducts/super-base-the-
mattiest-matt-acrylic-me

dium-on-the-planet

$9.39

Step-down buck converters
(pack of 6) 1 http://a.co/i685SNK $11.99

19V laptop charger 1 http://a.co/7Nr4OU4 $8.99

Barrel jack connector 1 https://www.sparkfun.com/
products/10811 $0.95

Total $98.12 Shipping totals not included

Custom PCBs

Custom PCBs (clockwise
from top left: front panel,
piezos, IR sensors, solenoid
driver)

PCB design files (EAGLE
.sch + .brd) provided in
submission

https://culturehustle.com/collections/potions/products/black-v1-0-beta-the-world-s-mattest-flattest-blackest-art-material
https://culturehustle.com/collections/potions/products/black-v1-0-beta-the-world-s-mattest-flattest-blackest-art-material
https://culturehustle.com/collections/potions/products/black-v1-0-beta-the-world-s-mattest-flattest-blackest-art-material
https://culturehustle.com/collections/potions/products/black-v1-0-beta-the-world-s-mattest-flattest-blackest-art-material
https://culturehustle.com/collections/powders/products/lit-the-worlds-glowiest-glow-pigment-100-pure-lit-powder-by-stuart-semple
https://culturehustle.com/collections/powders/products/lit-the-worlds-glowiest-glow-pigment-100-pure-lit-powder-by-stuart-semple
https://culturehustle.com/collections/powders/products/lit-the-worlds-glowiest-glow-pigment-100-pure-lit-powder-by-stuart-semple
https://culturehustle.com/collections/powders/products/lit-the-worlds-glowiest-glow-pigment-100-pure-lit-powder-by-stuart-semple
https://culturehustle.com/collections/powders/products/lit-the-worlds-glowiest-glow-pigment-100-pure-lit-powder-by-stuart-semple
https://culturehustle.com/collections/powders/products/lit-the-worlds-glowiest-glow-pigment-100-pure-lit-powder-by-stuart-semple
https://culturehustle.com/collections/potions/products/super-base-the-mattiest-matt-acrylic-medium-on-the-planet
https://culturehustle.com/collections/potions/products/super-base-the-mattiest-matt-acrylic-medium-on-the-planet
https://culturehustle.com/collections/potions/products/super-base-the-mattiest-matt-acrylic-medium-on-the-planet
https://culturehustle.com/collections/potions/products/super-base-the-mattiest-matt-acrylic-medium-on-the-planet
https://culturehustle.com/collections/potions/products/super-base-the-mattiest-matt-acrylic-medium-on-the-planet
http://a.co/i685SNK
http://a.co/7Nr4OU4
https://www.sparkfun.com/products/10811
https://www.sparkfun.com/products/10811


Paint job

Left: fully painted machine.
The theme of the pinball
machine was “space beach.”
Side pieces were spray
painted black. Playfield was
hand-painted using acrylic
paint.

Top right: detail of upper
portion of playfield. 3D
printed pieces hand-painted
with acrylic paint.

Bottom right: detail of lower
portion. Flippers and side
bumpers coated with
glow-in-the-dark paint.
Glow-in-the-dark paint also
brushed around LEDs and
splattered on playfield.

AC wall power

Top: back view of machine.
19V laptop charger is
attached to back panel of
machine using zip ties

Bottom: detail view of laptop
charger connected to barrel
jack connector, which is
connected to step-down
converter, which provides
19V and 5V to breadboard.



Trace matrix

Specification
Number

Specification
Description

Test to Perform Relevant
requirement

Specification
[units]

Measured
Value
[units]

1 All wiring and circuitry
fits inside pinball

machine

Check if pinball machine
can be closed with

electronic components
inside

M.1.2, M.1.1 Does the
pinball
machine
close?
[boolean]

Yes
[boolean]

2 Voltage regulator steps
down 19V to 5V

Check the input and
output voltage of the
step-down regulator.

E.3.1 Input voltage
== 19V, output
voltage == 5V
[volts]

Input
voltage =
19V, output
voltage =
5V [volts]

3 All PCBs are
functioning as intended

Test each PCB
separately and see if

they work

E.1.1 Do the circuits
on the PCBs
work?
[boolean]

Yes (front
panel,
solenoid
driver, IR
sensor), No
(piezo)
[boolean]

4 Laptop charger and
voltage regulator is able

to be integrated
onto/into machine

Check if circuit can fit
inside machine and

charging cable can be
threaded through back

panel.

M.3.1 Does the
regulator and
charger fit
in/on
machine?
[boolean]

Yes
[boolean]



Summarize the pinball machine
Completed CAD Model (.f3d file attached)

● Left: Top View of the completed system. (Not included are LEDs, Optic Sensors, Screws)
● Right Top: Isometric view of the system. Displays how base pieces are connected together.
● Right Middle: This is Buddy. Full Sized Buddy didn’t make it to the final cut. Here he is in his full glory.
● Right Bottom: Full top view of playfield.

The CAD model provided the necessary cuts for our outer structure of our system. The main structure of the system
had the joints planned out (except for hinges) which allowed us to see how every piece would fit together. As a result,
the the base pieces were accurate the first time. There were a few adjustments that were made, such as the front
panel box which was made modular. The modular piece allowed us to replace that piece if any of the electronics failed
later and gave more space for the wiring to go through to the main base of the board.



Completed Pinball Machine

Above: Pictures of our completed system.



Above: Wire mischief managed.

Highlights
● Etching on the front panel that features a sunken ship and our names.
● Hinges and Clasp which helped us reach our electronics and contain the ball when it flew at high speeds.
● Electronics have special mounts for the Arduino Mega, Solenoid Drivers, and the Motor.



Block Diagram

Summary:
● The completed pinball machine has two main layers in the structure. The first layer contains all of the electronic

components and any mounts needed. The second layer contains the playfield. Below the surface of the
playfield, LEDs are soldered together to create the modular pieces that would light for point taking and/or for
decoration purposes. In addition, the optical sensors are also wired through that layer. There are also two
solenoids mounted on this layer to control the flippers.

● The two layers are connected via hinges which allow us to reach the electronics in our system.
● On our front panel, there is another layer that serves as a mount for our front panel and to hide the underlying

solenoids, where one controls the launch, and the second controls our “save ball” mechanic.
○ The front panel contains a LCD display that displays the current sessions high score, seven segment

displays that show the score, the buzzer for auditory feedback, and a switch that turns on/off the entire
system.

● The top layer also has an acrylic layer that contains the ball.
● There are three main buttons, either side control the flippers, and the front one controls the launch mechanism.
● The whirlpool motor is constantly spinning at high speeds.
● The buoys give points when they are hit and register via piezoelectrics.
● The umbrella gives points via piezoelectrics and turns on lights next to it to indicates more points to grant, this

replaced the waves in our original design.
● The jellyfish serves as a switch, where points are granted when it’s hit. The solenoid actuation wasn’t

implemented.
● The lower LED lights are inspired by bioluminescence organisms where optical sensors are used to detect if

the ball passes over them.
● Optical sensors are used to detect if a ball falls into Buddy’s mouth (2nd chance) or if the ball returns to launch

(game over)
● The arches are inspired by the coral reefs and have underlying LED lights that give the arch a very pretty glow.
● Fun Fact: The little splatters glow in the dark.

https://www.draw.io/?scale=2#G1RNAprtkCaWkAj9LuDu58goSK4kyjxUEV

